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Abstract

We show that strategy-proofness and majority decision making are incompati-
ble in two-sided matching problems. The majority decision corresponds to a con-
cept weaker than stability and stronger than (Pareto) efficiency. Since it is well-
known that strategy-proofness is incompatible with stability and compatible with
efficiency, our result can not only be seen as a generalization of the celebrated in-
compatibility between strategy-proofness and stability, but also as a clarification
of the difficulty of strengthening efficiency alongside retaining strategy-proofness.
A crucial difference between our incompatibility and two recent generalizations of
the incompatibility between strategy-proofness and stability (Takagi & Serizawa
2010, Social Choice and Welfare 35:245-266, and Kongo 2013, Social Choice and
Welfare 40:461-478) is that the majority decision does not focus on the mutu-
ally best-preferred pair. Such a pair always forms a blocking pair if they are not
matched with each other, thus respecting the pairs is inherent in stability. However,
the majority decision treats such blocking pairs and agents left behind by the block-
ing pairs equally. From this aspect, the majority decision can be perceived as being
closer to efficiency than stability. Nonetheless, the majority decision and strategy-
proofness eventually end in incompatibility. We also prove that strategy-proofness
and the concept of minimizing choice numbers, which is logically independent of
stability, are incompatible.

Keywords: matching, strategy-proofness, stability, majority, minimizing choice
numbers, impossibility theorem

JEL classification: C78, D61

1 Introduction

One of the central solution concepts in two-sided matching problems (Gale and Shapley
1962) is stability. Stability requires two conditions. First, no agent can be matched
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with any unwanted agent (i.e., individual rationality). Second, no pair of agents can
be better off by being matched with each other (i.e., no blocking pairs). Stability can
thus be interpreted as the property that no one is coerced into being matched with
another agent, and thus, it is important for agents to accept the outcomes. This can
be confirmed by the fact that rules producing stable outcomes tend to survive; on the
other hand, some of those producing unstable outcomes have been abandoned (see
Roth 1991, 2002).

Despite its importance, however, stability is incompatible with another important
property of strategy-proofness in two-sided matching problems (Theorem 3 in Roth
1982). Strategy-proofness requires that no agent has an incentive to misrepresent his
or her true preference. According to this property, we can eliminate the possibility
of disorder in the outcomes caused by the misrepresentation of preferences by a self-
interested agent; hence, strategy-proofness is also important. However, as long as we
pay attention to strategy-proofness, we are forced to abandon another important prop-
erty of stability.

As an alternative to stability, (Pareto) efficiency is a weaker requirement that is
compatible with strategy-proofness (Theorem 4 in Roth 1982). Efficiency requires that
no agent is better off unless another agent is worse off. Although they are non-wasteful,
efficient outcomes may enforce unacceptable outcomes for some agents, for instance,
being matched with unwanted agents or not being matched with agents who share the
most preferred mutual outcomes. Such agents may oppose accepting these outcomes.

The majority decision is one popular way to build a consensus among people with
different opinions. In two-sided matching problems, Gärdenfors (1975) introduces a
solution concept of majority matchings as an alternative to stability and efficiency. A
majority matching requires that there is no other matching preferred by more agents.
Once we admit a majority decision as a method of group decision making, agents who
are not quite satisfied with the outcome in a majority matching are supposed to ac-
cept the matching, although unwillingly. Although they are less acceptable compared
with stable matchings, majority matchings are more acceptable than efficient match-
ings. In fact, under the usual settings in two-sided matching problems, it has been
shown that stable matchings are majority matchings that are efficient (Theorems 3 and
5 in Gärdenfors 1975). Then, together with the above-mentioned impossibility and
possibility, a natural question arises: does any strategy-proof matching rule produce a
majority matching?

We give a strong negative answer to this question. We show that even in pure match-
ing problems (Tadenuma and Toda 1998) with three men and three women, strategy-
proofness and majority matchings are incompatible. The pure matching problem is
a one-to-one two-sided matching problem in which all agents want to match with all
agents in the other set (i.e., they do not want to be single). In such kinds of limited
problems, only three men and three women rule out the possibility of constructing the
strategy-proof and majority rules. We also show that strategy-proofness and majority
are compatible in problems with only two men and two women. Since the class of
usual matching problems contains the class of pure matching problems, our result is
valid for the class of usual matching problems when the cardinalities of both sets are
more than or equal to three. Together with the findings of previous studies, our result
thus clarifies the boundary between the impossibilities and possibilities of construct-
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ing strategy-proof rules in two-sided matching problems. Also, it sheds light on the
difficulty of strengthening efficiency in conjunction with strategy-proofness.

With regard to our main result, we emphasize two things. First, our incompatibil-
ity is not a consequence of the impossibility results obtained by the previous seminal
studies of Gibbard (1973) and Satterthwaite (1975). Any matching problem in which
all agents have strict preferences on the agents in the other set can be converted into
a corresponding social choice problem in which all agents have corresponding weak
preferences on the set of outcomes (i.e., the set of possible matchings). However, in
such a converted problem, the domain of weak preferences is restricted by the struc-
tures of the matchings. For example, consider pure matching problems between three
menm1, m2, andm3, and three womenw1, w2, andw3. In two of the six alternatives
(possible pure matchings),m1 andw1 match with each other. Assuming that each agent
is interested only in the mate he/she matches with, the two matchings are indifferent
for m1 andw1. Meanwhile, the two matchings are not indifferent for the other agents,
because they match with different agents in the two matchings, and thus they have strict
preferences between the two. Therefore, the corresponding social choice problems are
those with weak and restricted preferences, so that we cannot simply apply existing
results on the domain of all weak preferences.

Second, the method of the proof for our main result is elaborate, and is not in the
same manner as that for the celebrated impossibility result of Roth (1982). This feature
of our proof is different from the proofs of generalizations of Roth’s (1982) impossibil-
ity theorem on strategy-proof matching rules (referred to in the last but two paragraphs
in the Introduction). Roughly speaking, in the proof of Roth’s (1982) impossibility
theorem, we focus on a specific preference profile, and then, we compare the set of
stable matchings of the original preference profile with those of its adjacent preference
profiles, each of which is induced by a manipulation of an agent from the original one.
Strategy-proofness narrows down the possible stable matchings for the original and its
adjacent preference profiles, and we obtain an incompatibility (see also Example 1 in
Section 2). However, it seems that the above method is unsuitable for the case of major-
ity matching, because specifying the set of majority matchings for preference profiles is
rather harder than specifying the set of stable matchings. Hence, in our proof, we start
from any problem satisfying the specific conditions on preference profiles. Then, we
repeat procedures by (i) considering the full potential of the set of majority matchings
for the target preference profile, (ii) shifting the target to its adjacent preference profile,
and (iii) narrowing down the possible majority matchings for the shifted preference
profile in conjunction with strategy-proofness. Using these procedures, we investigate
the possibility of the set of majority matchings for some key preference profiles, each
of which is obtained by sequences of adjacent preference profiles, and eventually, we
obtain an incompatibility.

We also investigate the relationship between strategy-proofness and minimizing
choice numbers, which is another approach to optimize matchings and also used by
Gärdenfors (1975). For each agent and each of his/her preferences, the choice num-
ber of each member of the opposite sex is the number of members ranked before the
member under the preferences. In other words, for each agent, the choice number of
his/her first choice in his/her preferences is zero, that of his/her second choice is one,
and so on. Based on the choice numbers of all agents, the choice number of each
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matching is defined as the sum of the choice numbers of all agents under the match-
ing. This approach has no logical relationship with regard to the celebrated stability,
and thus, it is often used for the selection of stable matchings (minimum choice stable
solution or egalitarian stable matchings as in McVitie and Wilson 1971 and Irving et
al. 1987). Meanwhile, G̈ardenfors (1975) discusses matchings that minimize choice
numbers among all possible matchings. We prove that no matching rule minimizes
choice numbers and is strategy-proof for pure matching problems with three men and
three women.

We refer to the literature related to our work, in other words, the literature focusing
on the impossibilities of constructing strategy-proof matching rules. To the best of our
knowledge, three kinds of different generalizations of Roth’s (1982) incompatibility
between stability and strategy-proofness have been discussed. First, Alcalde and Bar-
ber̀a (1994) show that there is no rule that is Pareto efficient, individually rational, and
strategy-proof.1 Second, Takagi and Serizawa (2010) introduce a new property that is
weaker than stability. Their property is called respect for 2-unanimity. This property
respects each agent’s first choice if it is mutual.2 Their property is shown to be incom-
patible with strategy-proofness. Third, as a parallel to Takagi and Serizawa’s (2010)
respect for 2-unanimity, Kongo (2013) defines a new property that is also weaker than
stability. The property is called respect for recursive unanimity and respects all agents’
first choices at some steps if they are mutual in a recursive manner. This property is
also proven to be incompatible with strategy-proofness.

In the above literature, both Takagi and Serizawa (2010) and Kongo (2013) focus on
the property of respecting mutually best-preferred pairs, which is inherent to stability
because such kinds of pairs always form blocking pairs if they are not matched with
each other. In regard to this point, majority matchings make a crucial difference as
they do not always respect the mutually best-preferred pairs. Some majority matchings
do not respect the mutually best-preferred blocking pairs if both mates in each pair
matched under the original matching are against respecting the mutually best-preferred
pair. Now, the number of agents who agree to respect the pair and that against it are the
same (two), and hence, the majority decision requires nothing. In this sense, we say that
the majority looks closer to efficiency than stability, and also, that our incompatibility
between strategy-proofness and majority is not along the same lines as those in Takagi
and Serizawa (2010) and Kongo (2013).

The rest of the paper is constructed as follows. Section 2 presents our model.
Section 3 discusses our results.

2 Model

We focus on the rather restricted problem (i.e., the number of agents is fixed and their
preferences are restricted) of one-to-one two-sided matching (Gale and Shapley 1962).
Note that because our main result in the next section is an impossibility, it also holds
in the class of typical two-sided matching problems.

1This result is further investigated in the two-sided many-to-one matching problems by Sönmez (1996).
2This property is closely related to a property of mutually best in Toda (2006).
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Let M = {m1,m2,m3} andW = {w1,w2,w3} be mutually disjoint sets. For each
i ∈ M (resp. W), let Pi be the set of all total orders onW (resp. M). Let Pi ∈ Pi

be a (strict) preference of i, andPi : x,y,z representsxPiyPiz in Pi . Here, we restrict
our attention to so-called pure matching problems (Tadenuma and Toda 1998), where
being unmatched is infeasible (or the worst alternative) for all agents. We callP =

(Pm1,Pm2, . . . ,Pw3) ∈ ∏M∪WPi(
def
= P ) a preference profile.

A matchingis a collection of pairs of an element inM and that inW, where all
elements in both sets appear once. Let{xX,yY,zZ}, where{x,y,z},{X,Y,Z} ∈ {M,W}
and{x,y,z} ̸= {X,Y,Z} denote a matching, wherex matches withX (i.e.,x andX are
paired),y matches withY, andz matches withZ. Let A be the set of all matchings
betweenM andW.

Because we restrict our attention to the pure matching problem between three men
and three women, we have six possible matchings. We letµ1 = {m1w1,m2w2,m3w3},
µ2= {m1w1,m2w3,m3w2}, µ3= {m1w2,m2w1,m3w3}, µ4= {m1w2,m2w3,m3w1}, µ5=
{m1w3,m2w1,m3w2}, and µ6 = {m1w3,m2w2,m3w1}. Further, we assume that all
agents are interested only in the mate they are matched with. Thus, giveni’s pref-
erencePi , we can consider its corresponding weak preferencesRi on matchings. We
let Pi denote asymmetric parts andIi represent symmetric parts ofRi .3 For example,
let Pm1 : w1,w2,w3. Then, we writeRm1 : µ1,µ2; µ3,µ4; µ5,µ6, meaning thatµ1Im1µ2,
µ2Pm1µ3, µ3Im1µ4, µ4Pm1µ5, andµ5Im1µ6.

For eachP ∈ P , a pair of a manm∈ M and a womanw ∈ W blocks a matching
µ underP if each of them prefer the other to the mate underµ (i.e., wPmµ(m) and
mPwµ(w)), whereµ(i) denotes the agent who matches withi underµ. A matching
µ beatsanother matchingµ ′ underP if #{i ∈ M ∪W|µPi µ ′} > #{i ∈ M ∪W|µ ′Pi µ},
where # represents the cardinality of a set. A matchingµ dominatesanother matching
µ ′ underP if #{i ∈ M∪W|µPi µ ′}> #{i ∈ M∪W|µ ′Pi µ}= 0. A matchingµ is stable
underP if it is not blocked by any pair of a man and a woman underP.4 A matching
µ is majority underP if it is not beaten by any other matching underP. A matching
µ is efficientunderP if it is not dominated by any other matching underP. Let S(P),
M(P), andE(P) be the sets of all stable, majority, and efficient matchings underP,
respectively. Gale and Shapley (1962) demonstrates thatS(P) ̸= /0 for any P ∈ P .
Gärdenfors (1975) shows thatS(P)⊆M(P)⊆ E(P) for anyP∈ P .

Let f : P → A bea (matching) rule. A rule f is stableif for eachP∈ P , f (P) ∈
S(P). A rule f is majority if for eachP ∈ P , f (P) ∈ M(P). A rule f is efficientif
for eachP∈ P , f (P) ∈ E(P). A rule f is strategy-proof(SP)if for eachP∈ P , each
i ∈ M ∪W, and eachP′

i ∈ Pi , f (P)Ri f (P′
i ,P−i). Roth (1982) proves that stability and

SP are incompatible, and efficiency and SP are compatible.
The following example illustrates the distinction between stable, majority, and ef-

ficient matchings. It also illustrates that the proof of Theorem 3 in Roth (1982) is not
enough for showing the incompatibility between the majority and SP rules.

3For simplicity, we use the same notationPi for both preferences on the members of the opposite sex and
those on matchings.

4Because we restrict our attention to pure matching problems, individual rationality is automatically
satisfied.
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Example 1. Consider the following preference profile.5

Pm1 : w1,w2,w3

Pm2 : w2,w1,w3

Pm3 : w2,w3,w1

Pw1 : m2,m1,m3

Pw2 : m1,m2,m3

Pw3 : m2,m3,m1

P′
m2

: w2,w3,w1

P′
w2

: m1,m3,m2.
6

Now,S(P) = {µ1,µ3}, M(P) = {µ1,µ2,µ3}, andE(P) = {µ1,µ2,µ3,µ4,µ5}. This
is because no pair blocksµ1 and µ3, the pair of m1 and w1 blocksµ4 and µ6, the
pair of m2 and w1 blocksµ2, and the pair of m2 and w2 blocksµ5. Table 1 shows
the beat relationships between two distinct matchings under P. In the table, agents
listed without parentheses in each cell prefer a row matching to a column matching,
those written inside parentheses prefer a column matching to a row matching, and the
unwritten agents are indifferent between the two matchings. For instance, the number
of agents who preferµ4 to µ6 is greater than that who preferµ6 to µ4, and henceµ4

beatsµ6. Also,µ1 beatsµ4 andµ5. Further, there is no domination relationship except
µ1 dominatesµ6.

This preference profile essentially corresponds to that in Theorem 3 in Roth (1982),
which shows incompatibility between stability and SP. Now,S(P′

w2
,P−w2) = {µ3} and

S(P′
m2
,P−m2) = {µ1}. Sinceµ3Pw2µ1 and µ1Pm2µ3, any stable rule is not SP under

P. Meanwhile,M(P′
w2
,P−w2) = {µ2,µ3}, andM(P′

m2
,P−m2) = {µ1,µ2} (in both cases,

µ2 still remains). Becauseµ3Pw2µ1Pw2µ2 andµ1Pm2µ3Pm2µ2, these are not enough for
showing an incompatibility between the majority and SP matchings.

Apart from the weakening stability approach, Gärdenfors (1975) also introduces an
alternative solution concept of minimizing choice number matchings. Giveni ∈M∪W,

5This preference profile corresponds toPcC in Lemma 1 below.
6The following preferences on the set of matchings, corresponding to the above preferences on the agents

on the other sides, are of great help to recognize which matchings are majority or efficient.

Rm1 : µ1,µ2; µ3,µ4; µ5,µ6

Rm2 : µ1,µ6; µ3,µ5; µ2,µ4

Rm3 : µ2,µ5; µ1,µ3; µ4,µ6

Rw1 : µ3,µ5; µ1,µ2; µ4,µ6

Rw2 : µ3,µ4; µ1,µ6; µ2,µ5

Rw3 : µ2,µ4; µ1,µ3; µ5,µ6

R′
m2

: µ1,µ6; µ2,µ4; µ3,µ5

R′
w2

: µ3,µ4; µ2,µ5; µ1,µ6.
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Table 1: Agents preferences between two matchings underP
µ2 µ3 µ4 µ5 µ6

µ1

m2, w2
(m3, w3)

m1, m2
(w1, w2)

m1, m2, m3, w1
(w2, w3)

m1, m2, w2, w3
(m3, w1)

m1, m3, w1, w3
(nobody)

µ2

m1, m3, w3
( m2, w1, w2)

m1, m3, w1
(w2)

m1, w3
(m2, w1)

m1, m3, w1, w3
(m2, w2)

µ3

m2, m3, w1
( w3)

m1, w2, w3
(m3)

m1, m3, w1, w2, w3
(m2)

µ4

m1, w2, w3
(m2, m3, w1 )

m1, w2, w3
(m2)

µ5

m3, w1
(m2, w2)

Pi ∈ Pi , and a matchingµ , let c(µ(i),Pi) = #{ j ∈ M∪W| jPi µ(i)} be achoice number
for i underPi . LetC(P) = {µ ∈A|µ = minµ ′∈A ∑i c(µ ′(i),Pi)} be a set of minimizing
choice number matchings. A rulef minimizes choice numbers if for eachP ∈ P ,
f (P) ∈ C(P).

3 Results

Here, we show that there is nof that is both majority and SP. Since the tasks checking
whether or not each matching is majority under each preference profile must be the
hardest, we summarize the claims used in our proof, namely that these tasks are neces-
sary to obtain, as one lemma; the lemma is composed of two claims used at technical
points in our main proof.

Lemma 1. Let {a,b,c},{A,B,C} ∈ {M,W} and {a,b,c} ̸= {A,B,C}. There are six
possible matchings. We letν1 = {aA,bB,cC}, ν2 = {aA,bC,cB}, ν3 = {aB,bA,cC},
ν4 = {aB,bC,cA}, ν5 = {aC,bA,cB}, andν6 = {aC,bB,cA}. Consider the following
preferences.

P0
a : A,B,C P1

a : A,C,B

P0
b : B,A,C P1

b : B,C,A

P0
c : B,A,C P1

c : B,C,A

P0
A : b,a,c P1

A : b,c,a

P0
B : a,b,c P1

B : a,c,b

P0
C : b,a,c P1

C : b,c,a.7

7The following are the preferences on the set of matchings corresponding to the above preferences on the
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For each S⊆ M∪W, let PS∈ P be such that

PS
i =

{
P1

i if i ∈ S

P0
i otherwise.8

Let f refer to majority and SP. Then,
(i) If f (PaBC) ̸= ν2 , then f(PaC) = f (PAC) = ν3.
(ii) Either f (PbcC) or f (PcAC) must beν2.

The proof is composed of four steps. Steps 1 and 2 clarify the full potential of the
set of majority matchings under some preference profiles. Based on these steps, Steps
3 and 4 prove Lemma 1 (i) and Lemma 1 (ii), respectively.

Proof of Lemma 1.

Step1. (1) If A /∈ S, thenν4 andν6 are not inM(PS).
(2) If b∈ S, thenν3 andν5 are not inM(PS).
(3) If B∈ S, thenν1 andν6 are not inM(PS).
(4) If a /∈ S, thenν6 is not inM(PS).
(5) If A∈ Sandc /∈ S, thenν1 is not inM(PS).
(6) If b /∈ Sandc∈ S, thenν4 is not inM(PS).
(7) If C∈ Sand{a,B}⊈ S, thenν5 is not inM(PS).

Proof of Step 1.(1): ν2 beats bothν4 andν6 under suchPS since for eacĥν ∈ {ν4,ν6},
ν2PS

a ν̂ ,ν2PS
c ν̂ ,ν2PS

Aν̂ , andν2RS
Cν̂ .

(2): ν2 beats bothν3 andν5 under suchPS since for eacĥν ∈{ν3,ν5}, ν2PS
a ν̂ ,ν2PS

b ν̂ ,ν2RS
cν̂ ,

andν2PS
Cν̂ .

(3): ν2 beats bothν1 andν6 under suchPS since for eacĥν ∈{ν1,ν6}, ν2RS
aν̂ ,ν2PS

c ν̂ ,ν2PS
Bν̂ ,

andν2PS
Cν̂ .

(4): ν4 beatsν6 under suchPS sinceν4PS
a ν6,ν4IS

c ν6,ν4PS
Bν6, andν4PS

Cν6.
(5): ν4 beatsν1 under suchPS sinceν4PS

c ν1,ν4PS
Aν1,ν4PS

Bν1, andν4PS
Cν1.

(6): ν3 beatsν4 under suchPS sinceν3PS
b ν4,ν3PS

c ν4,ν3PS
Aν4, andν3IS

Bν4.
(7): If a /∈ S, thenν3 beatsν5 under suchPS sinceν3PS

a ν5,ν3IS
bν5,ν3PS

Bν5, andν3PS
Cν5.

If B /∈S, thenν1 beatsν5 under suchPS sinceν1PS
a ν5,ν1PS

b ν5,ν1PS
Bν5, andν1PS

Cν5.

agents on the other sides.

R0
a : ν1,ν2;ν3,ν4;ν5,ν6 R1

a : ν1,ν2;ν5,ν6;ν3,ν4

R0
b : ν1,ν6;ν3,ν5;ν2,ν4 R1

b : ν1,ν6;ν2,ν4;ν3,ν5

R0
c : ν2,ν5;ν4,ν6;ν1,ν3 R1

c : ν2,ν5;ν1,ν3;ν4,ν6

R0
A : ν3,ν5;ν1,ν2;ν4,ν6 R1

A : ν3,ν5;ν4,ν6;ν1,ν2

R0
B : ν3,ν4;ν1,ν6;ν2,ν5 R1

B : ν3,ν4;ν2,ν5;ν1,ν6

R0
C : ν2,ν4;ν5,ν6;ν1,ν3 R1

C : ν2,ν4;ν1,ν3;ν5,ν6.

8For simplicity, we write, for instance,PaBC instead of writingP{a,B,C}.
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Step2. It follows that

M(PC),M(PcC),M(PaC),M(PcAC)⊆ {ν1,ν2,ν3},
M(PaBC)⊆ {ν2,ν3,ν5},
M(PbcC)⊆ {ν1,ν2},

M(PAC),M(PABC)⊆ {ν2,ν3,ν4},
M(PBC),M(PcABC)⊆ {ν2,ν3}.

Proof of Step 2.ForM(PC),M(PcC), andM(PaC), Steps 1 (1) and (7) derive the con-
clusion. ForM(PcAC), Steps 1 (4), (6), and (7) derive the conclusion. ForM(PaBC),
Steps 1 (1) and (3) derive the conclusion. ForM(PbcC), Steps 1 (1) and (2) derive the
conclusion. ForM(PAC) andM(PABC), Steps 1 (4), (5), and (7) derive the conclusion.
For M(PBC), Steps 1 (1), (3), and (7) derive the conclusion. ForM(PcABC), Steps 1
(3), (6), and (7) derive the conclusion.

Step3. Let f be SP and majority. Iff (PaBC) ̸= ν2, then f (PaC) = f (PAC) = ν3.

Proof of Step 3.Suppose thatf (PaBC) ̸= ν2. By Step 2, f (PaBC) ∈ {ν3,ν5}. By the
SP fora, f (PBC) ̸= ν2. By Step 2,f (PBC) = ν3. By the SP forB, f (PC) is neitherν1

norν2. By Step 2,f (PC) = ν3. By the SP fora andA, f (PaC) is neitherν1 norν2, and
f (PAC) is neitherν2 nor ν4. By Step 2,f (PaC) = f (PAC) = ν3.

Step4. Let f be SP and majority. Eitherf (PbcC) or f (PcAC) must beν2.

Proof of Step 4.Suppose that bothf (PbcC) and f (PcAC) are notν2. By Step 2,f (PbcC)=
ν1. By the SP forb, f (PcC) is neitherν3 norν2. By Step 2,f (PcC) = ν1. By the SP for
A, f (PcAC) is notν3. Since f (PcAC) ̸= ν2, by Step 2,f (PcAC) = ν1. By the SP forB,
f (PcABC) ̸= ν3. By Step 2,f (PcABC) = ν2. By the SP forc, f (PABC) is neitherν3 nor
ν4. By Step 2,f (PABC) = ν2. By the SP forB, f (PAC) is neitherν3 nor ν4. By Step 2,
f (PAC) = ν2, which contradicts the fact thatf is SP, sincef (PcAC) = ν1.

Steps 3 and 4 correspond to Lemmas 1 (i) and Lemma 1 (ii), respectively.

Now, we are ready to prove the main proposition. In the following proof, we start
from any preference profile satisfying specific conditions. The full potential of the
set of majority matchings under such a preference profile is investigated by the claim
below. Then, by changing preferences one by one, we convert the profile into the ones
considered in Lemma 1 (i), and further, we convert those into the ones considered in
Lemma 1 (ii) to obtain a contradiction.

Proposition 1. There is no f that is both SP and majority.

9



Proof of Proposition 1.Let f be an SP and a majority rule. LetP̂ be the set of prefer-
ence profiles such thatP∈ P̂ if and only if

w1Pm1w2 & w1Pm1w3,

w2Pm2w1 & w2Pm2w3,

w3Pm3w1 & w3Pm3w2,

m2Pw1m1 & m2Pw1m3,

m1Pw2m2 & m1Pw2m3,

m3Pw3m1 & m3Pw3m2.
9

We establish the following claim.

Claim: For eachP ∈ P̂ , eachi ∈ {m1,m2,w1,w2}, and eachP′
i ∈ Pi , it holds that

M(P′
i ,P−i)⊆ {µ1,µ3}.

Proof of the claim.If i ∈ {m1,m2}, thenµ3 beatsµ2, µ4, µ5, andµ6 under(P′
i ,P−i)

since [µ3Iw1µ5, µ3Pw2µ5, µ3Pm3µ5, andµ3Pw3µ5], [µ3Pw1µ4, µ3Iw2µ4, µ3Pm3µ4, and
µ3Pw3µ4], and [for eachµ̂ ∈ {µ2,µ6}, µ3Pw1 µ̂ , µ3Pw2 µ̂ , µ3Pm3 µ̂, and µ3Pw3 µ̂ ]. If
i ∈ {w1,w2}, thenµ1 beatsµ2, µ4, µ5, andµ6 under(P′

i ,P−i) since [µ1Im1µ2, µ1Pm2µ2,
µ1Pm3µ2, and µ1Pw3µ2], [µ1Pm1µ6, µ1Im2µ6, µ1Pm3µ6, and µ1Pw3µ6], and [for each
µ̂ ∈ {µ4,µ5}, µ1Pm1 µ̂ , µ1Pm2 µ̂, µ1Pm3 µ̂ , andµ1Pw3 µ̂ ].

Let P∈ P̂ . By the claim,f (P) is eitherµ1 or µ3. We first consider the case where
f (P) = µ1.

Let P′
m1

: w3,w1,w2.
10 By the claim,M(P′

m1
,P−m1) ⊆ {µ1,µ3}. By the SP form1,

f (P′
m1
,P−m1) = µ1. Let P′

m2
: w2,w3,w1.

11 Note that(P′
m2
,P−m2) ∈ P̂ . By the claim,

M(P′
m1,m2

,P−m1,m2) ⊆ {µ1,µ3}. By the SP form2, f (P′
m1,m2

,P−m1,m2) = µ1. Let P′
w2

:

m1,m2,m3.
12 Note that(P′

m2,w2
,P−m2,w2)∈ P̂ . By the claim,M(P′

m1,m2,w2
,P−m1,m2,w2)⊆

{µ1,µ3}. By the SP forw2, f (P′
m1,m2,w2

,P−m1,m2,w2) = µ1.
Let P′

w1
: m3,m2,m1

13 andP̂w1 : m2,m3,m1.
14 Note that(P′

m2,w2
, P̂w1,P−m2,w1,w2) ∈

P̂ . By the claim,M(P′
m1,m2,w2

, P̂w1,Pm3,w3)⊆{µ1,µ3}. By the SP forw1, f (P′
m1,m2,w2

, P̂w1,Pm3,w3)=
9Equivalently,

µ1,µ2Pm1 µ3,µ4 & µ1,µ2Pm1 µ5,µ6,

µ1,µ6Pm2 µ3,µ5 & µ1,µ6Pm2 µ2,µ4,

µ1,µ3Pm3 µ4,µ6 & µ1,µ3Pm3 µ2,µ5,

µ3,µ5Pw1 µ1,µ2 & µ3,µ5Pw1 µ4,µ6,

µ3,µ4Pw2 µ1,µ6 & µ3,µ4Pw2 µ2,µ5,

µ1,µ3Pw3 µ5,µ6 & µ1,µ3Pw3 µ2,µ4.

10Equivalently,R′
m1

: µ5,µ6; µ1,µ2; µ3,µ4.
11Equivalently,R′

m2
: µ1,µ6; µ2,µ4; µ3,µ5.

12Equivalently,R′
w2

: µ3,µ4; µ1,µ6; µ2,µ5.
13Equivalently,R′

w1
: µ4,µ6; µ3,µ5; µ1,µ2

14Equivalently,R̂w1 : µ3,µ5; µ4,µ6; µ1,µ2.
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µ1. By the SP forw1, f (P′
m1,m2,w1,w2

,Pm3,w3) is eitherµ1 or µ2. Note thatµ1 beatsµ2

under(P′
m1,m2,w1,w2

,Pm3,w3) sinceµ1P′
m2

µ2, µ1P′
w2

µ2, µ1Pm3µ2, and µ1Pw3µ2. Thus,
f (P′

m1,m2,w1,w2
,Pm3,w3) = µ1. Let P′

w3
: m3,m1,m2.

15 By the SP forw3, f (Pm3,P
′
−m3

) is
eitherµ1 or µ3. Let P′

m3
: w2,w3,w1.

16 By the SP form3, f (P′) ̸= µ6.
Note thatP′ corresponds to “PaBC ” in Lemma 1, considering thata= m1, b= m3,

c = m2, A = w3, B = w2, andC = w1. As the preference profiles corresponding to
“PaC” and “PAC,” let P1 andP2 be

P1
w2

: m1,m3,m2, & ∀i ̸= w2, P1
i = P′

i

P2
m1

: w3,w2,w1, P2
w2
(= P1

w2
) : m1,m3,m2, P2

w3
: m3,m2,m1,

17 & ∀i /∈ {m1,w2,w3} P2
i = P′

i .

Sincef (P′) ̸= µ6, by Lemma 1 (i), we havef (P1)= f (P2)= µ3. LetP∗
m2

: w3,w1,w2.18

SinceP1
m2

= P2
m2

= P′
m2

, both f (P∗
m2
,P1

−m2
) and f (P∗

m2
,P2

−m2
) are notµ4.

Now, we reconsider thata = w2, b = w3, c = w1, A = m1, B = m3, andC = m2

(note that Lemma 1 simultaneously holds for any correspondence relationship between
M ∪W and{a,b,c}∪ {A,B,C}). Then,(P∗

m2
,P1

−m2
) and (P∗

m2
,P2

−m2
) correspond, re-

spectively, to “PcAC ” and “ PbcC ” in Lemma 1. By Lemma 1 (ii),f is not SP or not
majority, and this is a contradiction.

For the case wheref (P) = µ3, we can obtain the similar proof by replacing all
m1,m2,m3,w1,w2, andw3 in the former case withw1,w2,w3,m2,m1, andm3, respec-
tively.

Proposition 1 shows that there are no majority and SP rules for the pure matching
problem between three men and three women, and this result is valid when we consider
the problems betweenk men andk women withk ≥ 3. For example, consider the
problems between four menm1, m2, m3, andm4, and four womenw1, w2, w3, and
w4. Now, there are 24 possible (pure) matchings. Considering the preference profiles
in which (i) m1, m2, andm3 preferw4 the worst, (ii)w1, w2, andw3 preferm4 the
worst, and (iii)m4 andw4 prefer each other the best, only possibility form4 andw4 to
match with each other occurs for the majority. In other words, there are substantially
six possible matchings. This means that the approach used for the problems between
three men and three women is also applicable to this case. Meanwhile, the following
proposition demonstrates that for pure matching problems between two men and two
women, there exists a stable (and thus, majority) rule and an SP rule.

Proposition 2. If #M = #W = 2, then there exists a rule that is both stable and SP.

Proof. For eachP∈ P , let f M(P) be such thatf M(P) ∈ S(P), and f M(P)Ri µ for any
i ∈ M and any stable matchingµ. Note that Theorem 2 in Gale and Shapley (1962)
shows that such a rule exists for any preference profileP∈ P . Note also that Theorem
5 in Roth (1982) proves thatf M(P) is SP for men for any preference profileP ∈ P ,
and thus, we only need to check the SP for women for the rulef M.

15Equivalently,R′
w3

: µ1,µ3; µ5,µ6; µ2,µ4.
16Equivalently,R′

m3
: µ2,µ5; µ1,µ3; µ4,µ6.

17Equivalently,R1
w2

: µ3,µ4; µ2,µ5; µ1,µ6, R2
m1

: µ5,µ6; µ3,µ4; µ1,µ2, andR2
w3

: µ1,µ3; µ2,µ4; µ5,µ6.
18Equivalently,R∗

m2
: µ2,µ4; µ3,µ5; µ1,µ6.
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Given that we treatm1 andm2 symmetrically and also treatw1 andw2 symmet-
rically in f M, and by the definition ofPi for i ∈ M ∪W, it is enough to show that
f M(P)Rw1 f M(P′

w1
,P−w1) for eachP ∈ P with Pw1 : m1,m2 andP′

w1
: m2,m1. This is

trivial if w1 matches withm1 in f M(P). Thus, letw1 match withm2 in f M(P). By the
definition of f M, there exist only two cases: case (i)Pm1 : w2,w1, andPm2 : w1,w2, and
case (ii)Pm1 : w2,w1, Pm2 : w2,w1, andPw2 : m1,m2. For each case,w1 matches withm2

in f M(P′
w1
,P−w1). Thus, f (P)Rw1 f (P′

w1
,P−w1).

The following proposition demonstrates that minimizing choice numbers and the
SP are incompatible if there are three men and three women.

Proposition 3. There is no f that minimizes choice numbers and is SP.

Proof. Let P∈ P , P′
m1

∈ Pm1, andP′
w1

∈ Pw1 be such that

Pm1 : w1,w2,w3,

Pm2 : w2,w3,w1,

Pm3 : w3,w1,w2,

Pw1 : m3,m1,m2,

Pw2 : m1,m2,m3,

Pw3 : m2,m3,m1,

P′
m1

: w1,w3,w2,

P′
w1

: m3,m2,m1.

Let f be such that it minimizes choice numbers and is SP. Then,f (P′
m1
,P−m1) = µ1

since it is the only matching minimizing choice numbers under(P′
m1
,P−m1). Sinceµ1

andµ4 are the only two matchings minimizing choice numbers underP, by the SP for
m1, we havef (P) = µ1. This contradicts the SP forw1 sinceµ4 is the only matching
minimizing choice numbers under(P′

w1
,P−w1) and, thus,f (P′

w1
,P−w1) = µ4.

Again, note that we can derive the same result for the case of #M = #W > 3. Mean-
while, the following proposition, together with Proposition 2, demonstrates that for
pure matching problems between two men and two women, there exists a rule that is
SP and minimizes choice numbers.

Proposition 4. If #M = #W= 2, then every stable matching minimizes choice numbers.

Proof. Let M = {m1,m2} andW = {w1,w2}. Note that there are only two matchings:
{m1w1,m2w2} and{m1w2,m2w1}. Let P∈ P andµ ∈ S(P). Suppose that there exists
(m,w)∈M×W with wPmw′ andmPwm′ for w′ ̸=w andm′ ̸=m, respectively. Sinceµ ∈
S(P), µ(m) =w. Thus, forµ ′ ̸= µ, µ ′(m) =w′ andµ ′(w) =m′. That is,c(µ(i),Pi) = 0
andc(µ ′(i),Pi) = 1 for i ∈ {m,w}. Thus,∑i c(µ(i),Pi) ≤ 2≤ ∑i c(µ ′(i),Pi). Then,µ
refers to minimizing choice numbers.

Suppose that there exists no such(m,w) ∈ M ×W. There are only two (sym-
metric) cases: (i)w1Pm1w2, w2Pm2w1, m2Pw1m1, and m1Pw2m2, and (ii) w2Pm1w1,
w1Pm2w2, m1Pw1m2, and m2Pw2m1. For each case, the sum of the choice numbers
of {m1w1,m2w2} is equal to the sum of those of{m1w2,m2w1}; the number is 2. Thus,
µ refers to minimizing choice numbers.
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